


Please help adopters 
choose the right 

companion animal for 
them.



A mom and daughter visit 
the shelter. 

They are hoping to adopt 
a cat. 



Their 18-year-old cat died 
recently. 

They miss her.
 

They are eager to have a cat 
in their home again.



They consider Maude, a five-year-old 
spayed female who is 
calm 
and 
enjoys
sitting 
on laps.



They also consider Stan and Fran.
The brother and sister kitten pair 

are a little shy. 
They would benefit from regular handling.



Their other choice is Chauncy. 
He is three years old, 

already neutered, 
and LOVES attention. 

He can even fetch small objects. 



Take a minute to think 
about questions you 
might ask the adopters. 
How can you help them 
make their choice?



● What questions 
would you ask the adopters?

● What would you tell them about 
Maude, Chauncy, and 
Stan and Fran?

Chauncy

Maude

Stan and Fran



● Which cat would you direct them to?

● Why?

Chauncy

Stan and Fran

Maude



There is NO right or wrong answer. 
Adopters may be looking for 

a certain personality, 
a particular color, or maybe they prefer a 

male or female cat. 



NEXT: A family with two teenagers 
visits the shelter. They are 

interested in adopting a dog



They live in the city 
and are hoping to 

adopt a medium-sized 
dog. 



They consider Jazzy -- she’s good 
with kids and dogs. She walks well 
on a leash.

*Jazzy is a staff favorite.



They really like Tiny. He’s pretty chill.
However, Tiny’s name is deceiving -- 
Tiny weighs nearly 
100 lbs. 



They are also considering Rose.
 She is four years old, 

knows several commands, 
and is housebroken.



Take a minute to think 
about questions you 
might ask the adopters. 
How can you help them 
make their choice?



● What questions 
would you ask the adopters?

● What would you tell them 
about Jazzy, Tiny, and Rose?



● Which dog would you 
direct them to?

● Why? Rose 

TINY

Jazzy



REMEMBER:
There is NO right or wrong choice. 

Adopters may be looking for 
a certain personality in a dog, 

a particular look or breed, 
or maybe they prefer a male 

or female.



for serving as an 
adoption counselor 
today. 



To view the ALL 

available  animals 

at HRA click on the 

HRA sign or go to

humanerescuealliance.org

https://www.humanerescuealliance.org/adopt

